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INTRODUCTION
This report contains summaries of bills that were referred
to, and considered by, the Assembly Transportation Committee
during the 1993-94 Session. Bills that were passed by the
Legislature and became law are shown with the chapter number;
bills that did not become law are shown with their final
disposition.
Some bills could have been appropriately placed in several
subject categories; an effort was made to place each bill under
the most appropriate subject heading.
As used in this report, "ARB" refers to the Air Resources
Board, "CHP" refers to the California Highway Patrol, "DMV" refers
to the Department of Motor Vehicles, "Caltrans" refers to the
Department of Transportation, "PUC'' refers to the Public Utilities
Commission, and "CTC" refers to the California Transportation
Commission.
"Urgency" indicates the measure took effect
immediately on becoming law, while most legislation is effective
the following January 1.
Reports will be available for most of the following interim
and other special hearings and meetings conducted during the
1993-94 Session:
- Los &~geles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority: Is It
Working? Are We Getting Our Money's Worth? Is There a Unified
Vision For Los Angles?, December 6, 1993
- Northridge Earthquake and Caltrans' Seismic Retrofit Program,
January 24, 1994
- California'a Plan for Fuel Standards and Clean Vehicles:
Impact on Emissions, the Economy, and Public Health,
February 14, 1994
- Department of Motor Vehicles' Failed Data Base Replacement
Project: Where Did All the Money Go?, May 16, 1994
- Failure of Prop. 1A, Transportation Crisis, June 13, 1994
Caltrans' Computer Contracts: Unanswered Questions, June 20,
1994
- Department of Motor Vehicles' Data Base Officials: What Did
They Know and When Did They Know It?, July 18, 1994
- Proposition 185, September 21, 1994
- Caltrans' Minority and Women Business Enterprise Program:
Broken Promises and Lost Jobs, October 24, 1994
- Oversight of the Operations and Management of the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Transportation Authority and Los Angeles MetroRail
Subway Project, Joint Hearing of the Senate and Assembly
Transportation Committees, November 2, 1994
October 1994
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ABANDONED VEHICLES, PARKING, TOWING
AB 59 (Tucker)
Authorizes local agencies to deposit $50 in a
special account from every $250 penalty collected for disabled
parking violations. The special account would be used for
altering existing public facilities to serve the disabled in
accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Chapter 137, Statutes of 1993
AB 425 (Harvey)
Expands the number of local special districts
that may prohibit parking on property owned by the district to
include all housing authorities in the state as well as commuter
rail agencies and transit districts.
Urgency.
Chapter 274,
Statutes of 1993
AB 481 (Connolly)
Allows cities and counties to recover from a
vehicle owner, administrative costs related to the impoundment of
a vehicle. Chapter 614, Statutes of 1993
AB 780 (Epple)
Makes a number of technical changes to laws
relating to parking violations, including provisions that allow
vehicles to be impounded or immobilized for multiple uncleared
tickets.
Authorizes impounded or immobilized vehicles to be held
until all other uncleared tickets attributable to the owner have
been cleared, including traffic violations and parking violations
for other vehicles owned by the same person.
Chapter 1093,
Statutes of 1993
AB 975 (Karnette)
Would have authorized local authorities to
restrict the parking of vehicles over 20 feet in length.
This
bill was amended and became and election related bill. Died in
Senate Transportation Committee
AB 1113 (O'Connell)
Eliminates the requirement for a tow truck
operator to provide a listing of towing and storage charges to a
law enforcement officer at the scene of an accident. Also makes
minor changes to tow truck lettering requirements and the
definition of a tow truck. Chapter 479, Statutes of 1993
AB 1169 (Burton)
Authorizes cities and counties to adopt
ordinances, with appropriate procedures, allowing a vehicle to be
towed if it appears that the primary purpose of parking the
vehicle at a location is to advertise to the public the private
sale of the vehicle. Urgency. Chapter 481, Statutes of 1993
AB 1566 (Goldsmith)
Authorizes the towing of unregistered
vehicles by drivers operating at the direction of a highway
service organization providing emergency roadside assistance.
Chapter 186, Statutes of 1993
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AB 1849 (Connolly)
Authorizes the removal of a vehicle when an
alarm or horn is activated while parked within 500 feet of any
school building during normal hours of operation.
Prohibits blue
glazing materials on vehicles' windows, windshields, or wind
deflectors.
Chapter 540, Statutes of 1993
AB 1967 (Weggeland)
Would have authorized CHP to order the
removal of vehicles and material on a highway without the owner's
consent if the vehicles and material create a hazard. Died in
Assembly Ways and Means Committee
AB 2192 (Nolan)
Would have prohibited DMV from charging any
fee-related penalties on vehicles towed following abandonment, if
valued between $300 and $2,500, and if to be lien-sold. Died in
Assembly Ways and Means Committee
AB 2414 (Epple)
Would have required minimum training standards
for hearing examiners conducting administrative hearings relating
to parking citations and would have prohibited those examiners
from being employees of the agencies issuing or processing the
citations, among other things. Also would have changed certain
time frames for processing citations. Not heard by Assembly
Transportation Committee. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 2878 (Alpert)
Licensing.

See Vehicle and Vessel Registration and

AB 3017 (McDonald)
Prohibits a towing service from accepting
kickbacks from a repair shop for delivering towed vehicles to that
shop for repair or storage. Also clarifies that peace officers
may cite and impound vehicles observed driving on public highways
if the vehicle stops on private property during a traffic stop and
the driver turns out to be unlicensed.
Chapter 268, Statutes of
1994
SB 1378 (Kopp)
Authorizes the towing of any vehicle displaying a
lost or stolen disabled person parking placard or a placard issued
to a now-deceased person. Also requires curbs adjoining curb cuts
for disabled access to be painted red or to be marked by signs,
and authorizes courts to suspend up to $150 of the $250 minimum
parking penalties now applicable to illegal parking in bus zones
and curb cuts and areas adjoining curb cuts.
Chapter 221,
Statutes of 1994
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AERONAUTICS
AB 485 (O'Connell)
Creates a unit with Caltrans to be known as
the Spaceport Office, which is to seek federal funding for
commercialization of private space activities in California.
Chapter 1005, Statutes of 1993
AB 597 (Mountjoy)
Revises provisions for determining the
allocation of state aeronautics funds to airports.
Includes an
increase in the annual grants to small airports from $5,000 to
$10,000 and a restriction on the airports eligible to receive
these grants. Chapter 671, Statutes of 1993
AB 1017 (Campbell)
Provides for a one-time fee on electrical
utilities to coordinate and distribute information developed by a
working group established to prevent aircraft wire strikes.
The
Caltrans Division of Aeronautics is to coordinate this effort.
Chapter 1009, Statutes of 1993
AB 3014 (Seastrand)
Designates the Western Commercial Space
Center as the California Spaceport Authority in order to allow
that entity to be a recipient for public funds and to act as an
advocate to foster the development of various commercial space
flight activities. Chapter 209, Statutes of 1994
AJR 14 (Bowen)
Requests Congress to make changes in federal law
in order to allow the use of surplus airport-generated revenues
for non-airport purposes, particularly at the Los Angeles and San
Francisco airports. Resolution Chapter 79, Statutes of 1993
SB 763 (Rogers)
Would have explicitly provided that transfers of
aircraft fuel tax revenues to the Aeronautics Account are subject
to federal law requiring the use of such revenues for aviation
purposes. Failed passage in Assembly Ways and Means Committee
SB 2014 (Thompson) Identifies two specific criteria Caltrans must
consider in reviewing new school sites within two miles of an
airport runway. Chapter 419, Statutes of 1994
SCR 19 (Rogers)
Declares that it is the policy of the Legislature
that the aeronautical uses of airspace surrounding military bases
in the southern California desert area be protected from
encroachment, but that nothing in that policy should be
interpreted as opposition to the proposed California Desert
Protection Act. Resolution Chapter 94, Statutes of 1993
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AIR QUALITY
AB 355 (Aguiar)
Prohibits, from July 1, 1994 to January 1, 1999,
air quality districts with severe air quality problems, including
the bay area and south coast districts, from charging a trip
reduction plan fee to school districts.
Instead, the air
districts are to use fees raised from the local surcharge on
vehicle registration fees authorized under AB 2766 (Chapter 1705 Statutes of 1990) to cover the costs of the plan.
Chapter 1293,
Statutes of 1993
AB 584 (Cortese)
Requires heavy diesel roadside smoke inspection
program test procedures to produce consistent and reproducible
results, to meet specified engineering standards and not to fail
engines in good condition.
Extends from 30 to 45 days the
deadline for applying for an administrative hearing for a cited
vehicle.
Chapter 578, Statutes of 1993
AB 711 (Statham)
Would have required ARB, prior to enforcing new
diesel fuel standards, to consider their economic effect, and to
hold specified hearings. Urgency.
Failed passage in Assembly
Transportation Committee
AB 1183 (Sher)
Revises the membership of the Mobile Source Air
Pollution Reduction Review Committee, and requires the committee
to adopt guidelines for funding of projects from air quality fee
surcharges imposed on motor vehicles. Urgency.
Chapter 1086,
Statutes of 1993
AB 1336 (Gotch)
Requires the ARB to convene a technical review
group in order to adopt standardized statewide definitions
relating to employer-based trip reduction requirements.
Provides
that multiple-site employers have the option of complying with
transportation control measures approved by air districts rather
than with measures imposed by local agencies where some authority
has been delegated to those agencies.
Chapter 1029, Statutes of
1993
AB 1456 (Katz)
Would have authorized state agencies to revise
their hours of operation in order to ensure that flexible work
hour policies are adopted. Would have required all state agencies
to adopt and implement flextime policies. Urgency. Not heard'in
Assembly Transportation Committee.
See also AB 2672. Died in
Conference.
AB 2008 (Alpert)
Requires vehicles to participate in the smog
check program when they are registered in California but their
owner's mailing or residence address is not in the state, or when
the vehicle is garaged outside the state.
Chapter 633, Statutes
of 1993
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AB 2018 (Katz)
One of three major bills revising the vehicle smog
check program in order to conform with the federal Clean Air Act
amendments of 1990. Among other things, this bill includes the
joint pilot demonstration program to be undertaken by California
and U.S. EPA to identify gross polluting vehicles.
Supersedes
SB 629. Urgency.
See also SB 198 and SB 521. Chapter 27,
Statutes of 1994
AB 2247 (Collins)
Would have authorized the Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality Management District to increase the
annual surcharge on motor vehicle registrations in the Sacramento
region by $2, and would have authorized the use of these funds for
vehicle scrappage programs, incentives for the purchase of clean
fuel public vehicles, and other uses.
Vetoed by the Governor
AB 2358 (Sher)
Revises methods used in developing congestion
management programs. Requires Caltrans to request the federal
government to accept the state,s congestion management system as
meeting federal requirements under ISTEA. Requires air districts
to encourage specified alternatives in trip reduction plans.
Makes a variety of changes in enforcement of district plans.
Authorizes certain jurisdictions to reduce speed limits in order
to reduce air pollution, as specified. Urgency.
Not heard in
Assembly Transportation Committee.
See also AB 1963 (Highways and
Bridges)
Chapter 924 Statutes of 1994.
AB 2495 (Richter) Would have prohibited ARB from adopting a
zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) rule without specified hearings and
would have set specific performance criteria for ZEV batteries.
Stated legislative intent to delay the ZEV mandate until battery
performance meets gasoline-powered vehicle standards.
Failed
passage in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 2509 (Pringle)
Requires a majority vote of the board of the
South Coast Air Quality Management District to approve a work
program submitted by the Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction
Review Committee within 60 days of submittal, in place of the
previous requirement of a three-quarter vote of the district board
to disapprove the work program. Urgency.
Chapter 721, Statutes
of 1994
AB 2581 (Pringle)
Prohibits air districts from imposing certain
transportation control measures on event centers that have already
reduced vehicle travel, as specified, but provides for
implementation of alternative strategies to achieve emission
reductions other than reductions in vehicle trips or vehicle miles
traveled by event attendees. Chapter 425, Statutes of 1994
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AB 2672 (Cortese)
Requires every state agency to develop and
implement a telecommuting program if such a program is practical
and beneficial to the organization. See also AB 1456.
Chapter 1209, Statutes of 1994
AB 2677 (Alpert)
Would have required, beginning in 1996, at least
10% of annual state fleet vehicle purchases be ultra-low emission
or zero-emission vehicles. Amended into AB 2910. Died in
Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 2852 (Escutia)
Requires vehicle manufacturers to make
available vehicle emissions servicing information to interested
parties for 1980 model year and newer vehicles, but does not
require manufacturers to release information necessary to
reprogram on-board computers.
Chapter 725, Statutes of 1994
AB 2910 (Baca)
Would have required the state, beginning in 1996,
to purchase no fewer than 25% alternative fueled fleet vehiclesi
the percentage would have increased in subsequent years.
Of those
vehicles, 10% were to be ultra-low emission or zero-emission
vehicles.
Amended to include provisions of AB 2677. Died in
Senate Appropriations Committee
AB 3078 (Katz) Would have made a technical revision to the smog
check program. Died on the Senate Floor
AB 3104 (Ferguson)
Would have required the Bureau of Automotive
Repair (BAR) to implement any required increase in the percentage
of test-only smog check stations by licensing private stations
rather than using private contractors or BAR-operated stations.
Failed passage in the Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 3127 (Alpert) Would have required annual registration for a
compressed-fuel-powered vehicle to be contingent on a certificate
of compliance indicating that the vehicle's fuel containers had
been inspected by a licensed facility.
Died in Senate
Transportation Committee
AB 3242 (Aguiar)
Requires the ARB to develop guidelines to be
used by air districts to establish equivalent emission reduction
targets for alternative strategies to trip reduction
transportation control measures.
Chapter 430, Statutes of 1994
AB 3290 (Cannella)
Requires the ARB to develop and implement a
diesel engine damage reimbursement program by November 30, 1994.
The program is to provide reimbursement capped at $450 for light
duty trucks and $550 for heavy duty trucks for fuel injection
system damage caused by ARB clean diesel fuel.
Urgency.
Chapter 781, Statutes of 1994
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AB 3448 (Quackenbush)
Would have created a three-year pilot
program in Santa Clara County to allow clean-fuel vehicles,
bearing a Blue Sky License plate, to use carpool lanes without the
requisite number of occupants.
Failed passage in Senate
Transportation Committee
AB 3790 (Aguiar)
Would have required air districts to grant
trip reduction credit to employers for commuter use of motorcycles
by employees similar to credit granted for other alternative
transportation modes. Would have made findings that motorcycles
reduce congestion and air pollution. Died in Assembly Natural
Resources Committee
HR 35 (Katz) Requests employers to use staggered work hours and
flexible work hours to improve transportation conditions following
the Northridge Earthquake of January 1994. Adopted by Assembly
SB 39 (Kopp)
Delays by several months the effective date of a
provision enacted in SB 198 (Kopp) requiring vehicle sales
contracts to contain specified information about smog check
program options. Urgency. Chapter 85, Statutes of 1994
SB 100 (Kopp)
Would have established a high-polluting vehicle
repair and replacement program. Would have provided for up to
$500 toward repair or $4,800 toward replacement of vehicles
identified as high-polluters. The program would have been
financed by a voluntary fee of $50 to $100 on initial registration
of new vehicles that would have exempted those vehicles from their
first smog check. See also SB 198. Vetoed by the Governor
SB 146 (Lewis)
Extends the sunset date for the low-emission
vehicle tax credit through 1999. Expands the credit to apply to
non-recreational, non-highway, low-emission vehicles.
Repeals the
sunset date for the reduced tax rate on ethanol and methanol
fuels.
Chapter 875, Statutes of 1993
SB 198 (Kopp)
One of three major bills revising the vehicle smog
check program in order to conform with the federal Clean Air Act
amendments of 1990. Among other things, this bill creates a
vehicle repair and buyback program for lower income owners of
vehicles failing to pass the smog check, funded by voluntary
payments made by purchasers of new vehicles who may then avoid
their first biennial smog check. Urgency.
See also AB 2018,
SB 39, SB 100 and SB 521. Chapter 28, Statutes of 1994
SB 316 (Rosenthal)
Licensing.

See Vehicle and and Vessel Registration and
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SB 521 (Presley)
One of three major bills revising the vehicle
smog check program in order to conform with the federal Clean Air
Act amendments of 1990. Among other things, this bill includes
the requirements for the Bureau of Automotive Repair to contract
for test-only stations with the capacity to test 15 percent of
vehicles in areas of the state requiring an enhanced smog check
program.
Supersedes SB 629. Urgency.
See also AB 2018 and
SB 198. Chapter 29, Statutes of 1994
SB 531 (Hayden)
Would have required regional transportation plans
to include a program for the installation of electric vehicle (EV)
charging stations at new and existing transit and park and ride
facilities.
Would have required the Department of Housing and
Community Development to draft, by January 1, 1995, specified
building standards to include installation of EV-compatible
wiring. Would have authorized the CHP to work with federal
agencies to establish EV safety regulations.
Vetoed by the
Governor
SB 575 (Rogers)
Provides that a biennial smog check certificate
may serve as a change of ownership smog check if the biennial
check occurs within 60 days of transfer of ownership.
Requires
vehicle sellers exempted under these provisions to sign a
statement under penalty of perjury that the vehicle emission
system has not been modified.
Provides for rescission of sale if
transferor has been found to have committed perjury regarding
modification.
Chapter 958, Statutes of 1993
SB 629 (Russell)
Revises the vehicle smog check program in
response to the federal Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 by
enhancing standards for smog check technicians, increasing
penalties for smog check fraud, implementing roadside remote
sensing to detect gross polluting vehicles, and providing a series
of additional steps to be implemented only if the state fails to
meet performance targets for reducing vehicular air pollution set
by the U.S. EPA.
Largely superceded by AB 2018 and SB 521.
Chapter 1, Statutes of 1994
SB 668 (Hart)
Would have enacted a variety of temporary tax
incentives for purchasers and producers of zero-emission vehicles.
Would have funded these incentives from a temporary $1 increase in
the annual motor vehicle registration fee.
Died in Assembly
Revenue and Taxation Committee
SB 766 (Rosenthal)
Would have authorized the California
Alternative Energy Source Financing Authority (CAESFA) to provide
financial assistance for clean fuel vehicle development. Would
have raised the cap on CAESFA indebtedness from $200 million to
$350 million. Vetoed by the Governor
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SB 883 {Leslie)
Generally prohibits, through January 1, 1997, air
quality districts from requiring employers with fewer than 100
employees at a site from having to submit or implement a trip
reduction plan. Establishes rules for selection of an Orange
County member of the South Coast Air Quality Management District
board.
Chapter 563, Statutes of 1993
SB 932 {Killea)
Would have required the San Diego Air Pollution
Control District to allocate between $1 million and $1.25 million
annually to congestion relief programs consistent with the Clean
Air Act. Would have prohibited the district from increasing the
vehicle registration surcharge from $2 to $4 unless a detailed
expenditure plan was prepared. Vetoed by the Governor
SB 1134 {Russell)
Restricts the ability of the South Coast Air
Quality Management District to require employers to provide
specified employee ridesharing benefits as part of a trip
reduction plan and identifies what employers may be mandated to
provide.
Chapter 534, Statutes of 1994
SB 1336 {Leonard)
Requires air districts to establish a process
to provide employers greater flexibility in meeting air quality
requirements by allowing employers to substitute programs that
meet or exceed those requirements in place of district programs.
Chapter 538, Statutes of 1994
SB 1928 {Johannessen)
Would have revised and recast the ARB
penalties for violating motor vehicle fuel standards. Would have
prohibited ARB from enforcing violations under the Business and
Professions Code regulating unfair business practices. Died in
Assembly Natural Resources Committee
SB 2050 {Presley)
Authorizes a pilot program, financed by a $1
motor vehicle registration fee surcharge, in Ventura and San Diego
Counties, upon a vote of their governing boards.
The program
would provide that all motor vehicles in the districts would be
assigned annual target pollution miles based on their pollution
potential. Vehicles exceeding targets would be required to obtain
annual smog checks. Authorizes, statewide, contingent upon
implementation of electronic smog check certificates, a pollution
index numbering system, based on the relative pollution capacity
of vehicles. Sunsets in five years.
Chapter 1192, Statutes of
1994
SJR 10 {Senate Committee on Transportation)
Requests federal
authorities to give California increased flexibility in assessing
the effectiveness of the Inspection and Maintenance (I/M -- Smog
Check) program. Requests the federal Environmental Protection
Agency not to impose an arbitrary discount factor on the potential
effectiveness of I/M program enhancements. Requests delay of
federal sanctions while the Legislature considers I/M program
revisions. Resolution Chapter 34, Statutes of 1993
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BUS SAFETY
AB 2708 (Richter)
Authorizes school districts with fewer than
three schoolbuses to designate low mileage schoolbuses as
"temporary", not eligible for replacement funds.
Authorizes
school districts receiving replacement funds to sell schoolbuses
to other districts, if those buses meet specified safety
regulations.
Requires proceeds from these sales to be used for
home-to-school transportation purposes.
Establishes annual
ranking procedures for schoolbus replacement fund applications by
the Department of Education. Not heard in Assembly Transportation
Committee. Chapter 510, Statutes of 1994
AB 2798 (Bronshvag)
Requires special education transportation
policies to include procedures ensuring compatibility between
mobile seating devices and securement systems required by federal
standards, and requires schoolbus drivers to be trained in proper
installation of mobile seating devices.
Chapter 513, Statutes of
1994
AB 2914 (Snyder)
Would have enacted the Schoolbus Safety Bond Act
of 1994, to authorize, if passed by the voters, the issuance of
$100,000,000 in general obligation bonds for the purchase of new
schoolbuses or the retrofit of older buses, with a 25% local
match required. Urgency.
Failed passage on the Assembly Floor
AB 2930 (Goldsmith)
Would have authorized a specified school
district to place zero-crime tolerance bumper stickers on and
inside schoolbuses operated by the district.
Failed passage in
·Assembly Transportation Committee
SB 372 (Leslie) Authorizes Butte Community College District to
transport pupils below the 12th grade level to or from community
college classes in buses which do not meet schoolbus standards.
Drivers must escort students in the eighth grade or below as is
required of schoolbus drivers. Authorizes the district to impose
a mandatory transportation service fee upon students and
employees. Urgency.
Chapter 834, Statutes of 1993
SB 1563 (Peace)
Requires the State Auditor to perform a study
comparing safety, costs, funding sources, operating and equipment
differences, and other related information for schoolbus operators
and public transit operators providing pupil transportation.
Chapter 703, Statutes of 1994
SB 2019 (Bergeson)
Requires written information on schoolbus
safety be provided to new parents and students. Authorizes school
districts to designate schoolbus stops where schoolbuses must
display flashing red lights even though no student is crossing the
road.
Subject matter heard in Assembly Transportation Committee.
Urgency.
Chapter,831, Statutes of 1994
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DRIVER LICENSING
AB 229 (Allen)
Authorizes DMV to accept, in lieu of a motorcycle
driver's license drive test, a certificate of completion of the
novice motorcyclist training course offered through the California
Motorcyclist Safety Program. Requires CHP to adopt specified
standards for the program.
Chapter 789, Statutes of 1993
·
AB 484 (Boland)
Requires DMV to suspend a person's driver's
license when a check presented by the person to DMV is not honored
by a financial institution. Requires 30 days notice of the intent
to suspend, and requires DMV to use certified mail.
Chapter 845,
Statutes of 1993
AB 574 (Johnson)
Would have required applicants for an original
driver's license or renewal to provide proof of financial
responsibility, except drivers qualifying for the Good Driver
Insurance discount.
Failed passage in Assembly Transportation
Committee
AB 794 (Bowler) Would have authorized the suspension or delay for
one year of the driving privilege of a minor who is an habitual
truant and who is adjudged by the juvenile court to be a ward due
to a criminal violation. Failed passage in Assembly Public Safety
Committee
AB 846 (Napolitano)
Would have authorized a DMV driving test
examiner to require official documentation of financial
responsibility. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 983 (Allen)
Would have prohibited DMV from issuing a driver's
license or identification card to an applicant without acceptable
proof of U.S. citizenship or legal residence status.
See also SB
976. Died in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 1597 (Knowles}
Authorizes certain livestock trailers with a
gross weight between 10,000.and 15,000 pounds to be transported by
persons holding a restricted Class A driver's license, subject to
specified restrictions.
See also AB 2818. Chapter 1012, Statutes
of 1993
AB 1918 (Peace}
Would have prohibited any person under 18 years
of age from operating a motor vehicle between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m.,
with specified exceptions. Failed passage in Assembly Ways and
Means Committee
AB 2171 (Mountjoy}
Would have prohibited the DMV from issuing a
driver's license or identification card to an applicant without
acceptable proof of U.S. citizenship or legal residence status.
See also SB 976. Died in Assembly Transportation Committee
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AB 2284 (Pringle}
Authorizes the renewal by mail of driver's
licenses of persons who have received one traffic violation point
in the preceding two years. Authorizes DMV to study alternative
testing methods using license applicants as subjects. Authorizes
DMV to add the cost of providing notice to license-related fees.
Chapter 546, Statutes of 1993
AB 2365 (Johnson}
Would have allowed the suspension of driving
privileges for violation of anti-grafitti laws. Urgency, Died in
Senate Judiciary Committee.
AB 2470 (Rainey}
Authorizes a court to revoke or withhold a
minor's driver's license upon conviction for possession of
firearms or live ammunition, until the minor turns 18. See also
AB 3491. Not heard in Assembly Transportation Committee.
Chapter 717, Statutes of 1994
AB 2635 (Hauser}
Exempts certain volunteer ambulance drivers in
rural areas from having to obtain an ambulance certificate.
Chapter 954, Statutes of 1994
AB 2705 (Karnette}
Would have required DMV to enter into
agreements with various public agencies in order to electronically
verify birth data and alien registration numbers provided by
applicants for driver's licenses and identification cards. Died
in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 2818 (Johnson}
Authorizes recreational boat trailers with a
gross weight not exceeding 15,000 pounds to be transported by a
person holding a restricted Class A driver's license, subject to
specified restrictions. Sunsets on January 1, 1997. Also
broadens the type of livestock trailer that may be transported
with a restricted Class A license.
See also AB 1597.
Chapter 515, Statutes of 1994
AB 3017 (McDonald}

See Abandoned Vehicles, Parking, Towing.

AB 3148 (Katz}
Enacts the Safe Streets Act of 1994, which
requires peace officers to impound all vehicles driven by
suspended, revoked, or unlicensed drivers, and provides for the
forfeiture of vehicles owned by the driver if the driver has at
least one prior conviction for driving without a valid license.
Also requires DMV to use certified mail or personal service, as
specified, to notify persons of license suspension or revocation
action.
See also SB 1758. Chapter 1133, Statutes of 1994
AB 3491 (O'Connell}
Authorizes a court to revoke or withhold a
minor's driver's license upon conviction for possession of
firearms or live ammunition, until the minor turns 18. See also
AB 2470. Not heard in Assembly Transportation Committee.
Chapter 717, Statutes of 1994
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AB 79X (Frazee)
Requires DMV to suspend for one year the driver's
license of any driver who has been convicted of specified
controlled substance offenses. Sunsets one year after enactment.
Chapter 38 (First Extraordinary Session), Statutes of 1994
SB 976 (Alquist)
Requires an applicant for a driver's license or
identification card to show proof that the person's presence in
the United States is legal under federal law. Makes it a crime to
knowingly assist in obtaining a driver's license or identification
card for a person not legally present in the U.S.
See also AB 983
and AB 2171.
Chapter 820, Statutes of 1993
SB 1295 (Lockyer)
Provides that a minor's driver's license be
suspended for one to three years, depending upon prior offenses,
if the person refuses to submit to, or fails to complete, a
preliminary blood alcohol screening test. Makes other revisions
in DUI law regarding minors and proof of completion of a DUI
treatment program. Urgency. Chapter 938, Statutes of 1994
SB 1390 (Calderon)

See Occupational Licensing.

SB 1758 (Kopp)
Prohibits an owner of a vehicle from knowingly
allowing a suspended, revoked, or unlicensed driver to drive the
vehicle, and provides a 30-day impoundment period for vehicles
driven by unlicensed drivers, subject to AB 3148. Also
permanently revokes the driver's license of any person convicted
of assault with a deadly weapon, when the deadly weapon is a
vehicle. Also extends to Class C licensees similar privileges now
available only to Class A and B licensees following a first-time
arrest for drunk driving under the administrative per se law.
See
also AB 3148. Chapter 1221, Statutes of 1994
SB 2034 (Ayala)
Requires motor carriers and their drivers to
comply with federal alcohol and controlled substance use and
testing requirements. Directs CHP to adopt regulations to effect
this requirement. Chapter 832, Statutes of 1994
SB 36X (Presley)
Authorizes a court to order the forfeiture of a
vehicle if the owner is a member of a street gang unlawfully in
possession of a firearm while present in a motor vehicle. Not
heard in the Assembly Transportation Committee. Chapter 33 (First
Extraordinary Session), Statutes of 1994
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HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
AB 617 (Richter)
Requires Caltrans to provide an appeals process
for Caltrans district decisions on encroachment permits and
subdivision recommendations made to local governments.
Chapter 796, Statutes of 1993
AB 686 (Burton)
Would have required Caltrans to use sealed bids
when leasing state highway airspace through a competitive bidding
process.
Vetoed by the Governor
AB 713 (Goldsmith)
Authorizes the San Diego Association of
Governments to charge a toll to single-occupant vehicles using
high-occupancy vehicle lanes in the Interstate 15 corridor between
Escondido and San Diego, with toll revenues to be used to fund
improved transit and high-occupancy vehicle services and
facilities in the corridor.
Sunsets on January 1, 1998.
Chapter 962, Statutes of 1993
AB 1247 (Polanco)
Establishes a system of California Historical
Parkways to include highways built before 1945. Designates a
segment of the Pasadena Freeway as a California Historical Parkway
and names it the Arroyo Seco Parkway.
Chapter 179, Statutes of
1993
AB 1958 (Katz)
Specifically authorizes Caltrans, through January
1, 1997, to contract out design services for seismic retrofit
projects, and requires construction contracts for seismic retrofit
projects to be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
Prohibits the CTC from reprogramming projects in the state
transportation improvement program until the next program is
adopted under the statutory schedule. Urgency.
Chapter 1012,
Statutes of 1994
AB 1963 {Katz)
Revises requirements for congestion management
programs by providing for biennial rather than annual conformance
monitoring and by establishing procedures to resolve conflicts
between jurisdictions, among other things. Also authorizes
Caltrans to compare multimodal performance standards and highway
level of service standards and to report to the Legislature by
June 30, 1997. See also AB 2358 (Air Quality).
Chapter 1146,
Statutes of 1994
•
AB 1984 (Bornstein)
Would have required Caltrans and local
agencies to adopt minimum utilization requirements for recycled
materials used in paving materials, similar to requirements
imposed by federal law. Vetoed by Governor
AB 2019 (Andal)
Would have required Caltrans to establish a
scenic . bywayhighways.ystemand anadvisory committee, in
conjunction with other agencies. Died in Senate Transportation
Committee
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AB 2339 (O'Connell)
Requires Caltrans to create a program for the
placement of tourist-oriented directional signs in rural,
unincorporated areas that assist tourists in locating businesses
and tourist facilities.
The signs are to be generic in nature,
with costs covered by fees.
Sunsets on January 1, 1999.
Chapter 572, Statutes of 1994
AB 2398 (Gotch)

See Transportation Financing.

AB 2401 (Polanco)
Would have enacted Caltrans contracting
provisions similar to those ultimately included in SB 1209.
Urgency. Died in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 2556 (Martinez)
Removes conditions otherwise applicable to
provisions originally enacted in 1982 that allow Caltrans to
construct the Route 710 South Pasadena Freeway in Los Angeles
County without first obtaining freeway agreements from all
affected local governments.
Chapter 1234, Statutes of 1994
AB 2704 (Karnette)
Would have required Caltrans and
agencies to provide signs stating "four-way stop" or
stop" at intersections where all traffic is required
whenever stop signs are replaced. Failed passage in
and Means Committee

local
"all-way
to stop,
Assembly Ways

AB 3299 (Ferguson)
Would have prohibited toll road joint powers
agencies from charging a toll on a highway segment that previously
was toll-free but was planned to be included as part of a toll
road, unless a public hearing is held and a toll-free parallel
route is provided.
Failed passage in Assembly Transportation
Committee
AB 3334 (Conroy)
Would have prohibited State Highway Account
funds from being used for soundwalls or landscaping as long as
earthquake damaged highway facilities remained unrepaired and
seismic retrofit work remained uncompleted.
Urgency.
Failed
passage in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 3418 (Weggeland)
Requires traffic signal controllers installed
by Caltrans and local agencies after January 1, 1996 to be capable
of two-way communication with other traffic signal controllers.
Chapter 1297, Statutes of 1994
AB 3448 (Quackenbush)

See Air Quality.

AB 3470 (Bustamante)
Would have required Caltrans to prepare
appraisals of several remnant parcels of state highway property in
the City of Fresno to determine their fair market value. Died in
Assembly Transportation Committee
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AB 3484 (Pringle)
Would have provided a standard procedure for
handling toll evasion citations applicable to all existing or
proposed toll bridges and highways equipped with automatic vehicle
identification. Toll evasion would have been a civil violation,
and DMV would have refused to renew vehicle registrations with
uncleared citations. Failed passage in Senate Transportation
Committee
ACR 19 (Statham}
Designates portions of the former U.S. Highway
99 as "Historic U.S. Highway 99". Resolution Chapter 73, Statutes
of 1993
ACR 21 (Gotch}
Designates a portion of Route 56 in San Diego
County as the Ted Williams Freeway. Not heard in Assembly
Transportation Committee. Resolution Chapter 74, Statutes of 1993
ACR 24 (Richter}
Requests Caltrans to grant an encroachment
permit for the placement of an historical plaque at the Donner
Lake overlook area on Interstate 80 to commemorate Elisha
Stephens.
Resolution Chapter 76, Statutes of 1993
ACR 41 (Cannella}
Designates a rest area on Route 99 in
Stanislaus County as the Enoch Christoffersen Memorial Rest Area.
Resolution Chapter 60, Statutes of 1993
ACR 54 (Hauser}
Designates specified portions of Route 101 in
Humboldt County as the Frank Belotti and Sam Helwer Memorial
Freeways.
Resolution Chapter 114, Statutes of 1994
ACR 59 (Eastin}
Designates a specified bridge on Route 237 in
Santa Clara County as the Warren West Memorial Bridge. 'Resolution
Chapter 105, Statutes of 1993
ACR 62 (Umberg)
Designates three state highway segments as the
Military Intelligence Memorial Highway, the lOOth Infantry
Battalion Memorial Highway and the 442nd Regimental Combat Team
Memorial Highway.
Resolution Chapter 115, Statutes of 1994
ACR 76 (O'Connell}
Designates a specified segment of Route 41 in
San Luis Obispo County as the E. G. Lewis Highway.
Resolution
Chapter 47, Statutes of 1994
ACR 79 (Bronshvag}
Designates a vista point on Route 101 at the
north end of the Golden Gate Bridge in Marin County as the H. Dana
Bowers Memorial Vista Point. Resolution Chapter 96, Statutes of
1994
ACR 92 (Areias}
Designates specified bridges on Route 152 in
Merced County as the Celano-Norris Memorial Bridge and the
Sandvig-Scanlon Memorial Bridge. Resolution Chapter 97, Statutes
,"", ""'O"f'
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ACR 94 (Statham)
Designates a portion of Interstate 5 in Shasta
County as the Stone Turnpike Memorial Freeway.
Resolution
Chapter 98, Statutes of 1994
ACR 105 (V. Brown)
Directs that a plaque be placed in memory of
Roger Van Den Broeke on the Carquinez Bridge on Interstate 80 in
Solano County. Resolution Chapter 99, Statutes of 1994
ACR 111 (Katz)
Designates the interchange of Interstate 5 and
Route 14 in Los Angeles County as the Clarence Wayne Dean Memorial
Interchange. Resolution Chapter 64, Statutes of 1994
ACR 117 (Hauser)
Designates specified Route 101 overpasses in
Sonoma County as the Gambetta Memorial Bridges. Resolution
Chapter 101, Statutes of 1994
ACR 119 (Hannigan)
Designates the Yolo Causeway on Interstate 80
in Yolo County as the Blecher-Freeman Memorial Causeway, specified
interchanges in Kern County as the Richard Alan Maxwell Memorial
Interchanges, and a portion of Route 198 in Monterey County as the
John McVeigh, Jr., Memorial Highway.
Resolution Chapter 147,
Statutes of 1994
ACR 133 (Areias)
Designates a portion of Route 101 in Monterey
County as the Veterans Memorial Highway.
Resolution Chapter 103,
Statutes of 1994
ACR 137 (Bornstein) Designates a portion of Interstate 10 in
Riverside County as the Veterans' Memorial Freeway.
Resolution
Chapter 104, Statutes of 1994
ACR 141 (Hauser)
Designates a specified bridge on Route 101 in
Sonoma County as the Richard F. Cavness Memorial Bridge.
Resolution Chapter 105, Statutes of 1994
ACR 145 (Snyder)
Requests Caltrans to grant an encroachment
permit for the placement of a roadside plaque, on Route 49 in
Mariposa County dedicated to General John Freemont.
Resolution
Chapter 143, Statutes of 1994
ACR 153 (Knowles)
Requests Caltrans to grant an encroachment
permit for the placement of a roadside plaque at the Silver Lake
Overlook, on Route 88 in El Dorado County,
The plaque
commemorates the Mormon Carson Emigrant Trail. Resolution Chapter
123, Statutes of 1994
SCR 30 (Johannessen)
Designates a bridge on Route 29 in Napa
County as the Veteran's Home Memorial Bridge. Resolution
Chapter 127, Statutes of 1994
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SCR 41 (Roberti)
Designates the interchange between Interstate
105 and 405 in Los Angeles County as the Sado S. Munermori
Memorial Interchange and designates a portion of Route 126 in
Ventura County as the Korean War Veterans Memorial Highway.
Resolution Chapter 131, Statutes of 1994
SB 120 (Kopp)
Authorizes Caltrans to lease airspace and other
surplus highway property in San Francisco to a public agency for
emergency shelter and feeding program purposes for $1 per month,
plus specified administrative expenses. Urgency.
Chapter 750,
Statutes of 1993
SB 572 (Ki11ea)
Authorizes the San Diego Association of
Governments to set tolls on the Coronado Bridge higher than $1.50
for non-Class I vehicles.
Defines the transportation corridor in
which tolls may be used.
Chapter 957, Statutes of 1993
SB 651 (Kopp)
As introduced, would have prohibited Caltrans from
closing all traffic lanes in a single direction on a freeway to
accommodate events other than emergencies.
Failed passage in
Assembly Transportation Committee. Amended later to deal with
non-transportation matters.
Chapter 1111, Statutes of 1993
SB 948

(Watson)

See Mass Transportation and Railroads.

SB 1209 (Bergeson)
Authorizes Caltrans, through January 1, 1998,
to use private consultants to assist in project delivery, to work
on locally-funded projects, and to work on seismic retrofit
projects, at the discretion of the Director of Transportation.
No
longer requires Caltrans to hire one employee for each position
contracted-out. Requires Caltrans to encourage mentor-protege
agreements between prime contractors and subcontractors, and makes
a number of other changes and clarifications.
See also AB 2401.
Urgency.
Chapter 433, Statutes of 1993
SB 1328 (Lewis)
Exempts construction projects undertaken by toll
road agencies in Orange County from "wrap up'' insurance
prohibitions in state law. Urgency.
Chapter 101, Statutes of
1994
SB 1470 (Ki11ea)
Authorizes toll revenues from the San
Diego-Coronado bridge to also be used for bicycle projects, at the
option of the San Diego Association of Governments. Also requires
an annual audit of the use of toll revenues.
Chapter 405,
Statutes of 1994
SB 1565 (Kopp)
Requires the state transportation improvement
program to include pre-construction project development costs for
projects in the program, in addition to right-of-way and
construction costs. Chapter 226, Statutes of 1994
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SCR 13 (Rogers)
Designates a portion of Route 99 in Fresno and
Tulare counties as the Pearl Harbor Survivors Memorial Highway.
Resolution Chapter 81, Statutes of 1993
SCR 32 (Mello)
Designates an overcrossing on Route 17 in Santa
Cruz County as the Gillian Cichowski Memorial Overcrossing.
Resolution Chapter 70, Statutes of 1994
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MASS TRANSPORTATION AND RAILROADS
AB 211 (Umberg)
Extends the sunset date of the California-Nevada
Super Speed Ground Transportation Commission from July 1, 1993 to
January 1, 1996. Prohibits California members of the commission
from approving an application for federal funding that competes
with high-speed rail corridors entirely within California, and any
application for federal funds would also require approval of the
California Intercity High-Speed Rail Commission. Urgency.
Chapter 325, Statutes of 1993
AB 402 (Campbell)
Revises the definition of a general public
paratransit vehicle to include vehicles providing home-to-school
transportation, while excluding vehicles not used for that
purpose.
Chapter 844, Statutes of 1993
AB 462 (Alpert)
Authorizes leasing space at publicly-owned
transportation facilities for licensed child care facilities.
Priority for the services is to be given to children of facility
employees and users.
Chapter 792, Statutes of 1993
AB 540 (Hauser)
Specifically makes the North Coast Railroad
Authority eligible for state financial assistance under the
Natural Disaster Assistance Act. Also revises the membership of
the authority.
Chapter 846, Statutes of 1993
AB 738 (Escutia)
Requires the Secretary of the Business,
Transportation, and Housing Agency to develop recommended
procedures and guidelines for valuation of railroad rights-of-way,
to be submitted to the Governor and Legislature by March 1, 1994.
Chapter 470, Statutes of 1993
AB 841 (Peace)
Authorizes transit development boards in San Diego
County to establish transit police forces, increases fines for
fare evasion, and repeals a sunset date applicable to competitive
negotiation authority.
Chapter 990, Statutes of 1993
AB 871 (McDonald)
Authorizes Caltrans, at the request of the
Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority, to exercise the power
of eminent domain to acquire railroad property in Los Angeles
County that is needed for the Alameda Corridor project.
Chapter 333, Statutes of 1993
AB 1035 (Archie-Hudson)

See Rules of the Road.

AB 1089 (Knowles)
Includes Jackson-Sacramento and
Jackson-Stockton among the commuter rail corridors eligible for
state rail bond funding.
Chapter 478, Statutes of 1993
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AB 1153 (Costa)
Authorizes Caltrans to use eminent domain to
acquire property necessary for the state's rail passenger program.
Makes intercity rail projects eligible for state flexible
congestion relief funds.
Chapter 1096, Statutes of 1993
AB 1156 (Woodruff)
Would have specifically authorized transit
operators to use Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds for
converting gasoline or diesel buses to operate on low-emission
fuels.
Died in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 1188 (Aguiar)
Authorizes local entities to file an "off the
top" claim from local transportation funds under the
Transportation Development Act for construction and maintenance of
intermodal station facilities related to commuter and intercity
rail passenger service. Chapter 209, Statutes of 1993
AB 1234 (Lee)
Exempts operating costs related to the
implementation of services for the disabled pursuant to the
Americans with Disabilities Act from the calculation of farebox
ratios required of public transit operators.
Sunsets on January
1, 1997.
Chapter 800, Statutes of 1993
AB 1258 (Katz)

See Transportation Agencies.

AB 1283 (McDonald)
Requires Caltrans to identify intermodal
corridors of economic significance in cooperation with regional
transportation planning agencies.
Chapter 531, Statutes of 1993
AB 1284 (McDonald)
Expands Caltrans authority to place signs
along state highways to inform motorists of publicly funded rail
services. Urgency.
Chapter 180, Statutes of 1992
AB 1450 (Escutia)
Requires the Trade and Commerce Agency to
assist the Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority (ACTA) in the
permit, licensing, and agreement process for development of the
corridor.
Encourages ACTA to coordinate with local private
industry councils to develop job training programs related to the
corridor. Chapter 1079, Statutes of 1993
AB 1660 (Napolitano)
Clarifies the requirement for transit
operators to honor identification cards issued to elderly and
disabled persons by other operators. Chapter 94, Statutes of 1993
AB 1839 (Costa)

See Transportation Financing.

AB 1986 (Klehs)
Requires Caltrans to fully participate in the
Operation Lifesaver rail safety program and to develop an assembly
program for schools, which shall be used initially on the route of
the Capitol Corridor intercity trains. Also requires Caltrans to
provide warning signs to be posted by railroads near schools on
jJ'l_t:~_:rcity rail routes where passenger train speeds have been
increased by 20 miles per hour or more since December 1991.
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AB 2572 (Hannigan)
As introduced, would have required railroads
to notify Caltrans prior to removing tracks and related facilities
on rail lines used by rail passenger service. Amended in Senate
to instead compel the CTC to allocate rail bond funds for
improvements on the Capitol intercity rail corridor applied for by
Caltrans, as specified. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 3142 (Hauser)
Would have expanded the service area of the
North Coast Railroad Authority to include Trinity County. Also
would have prohibited the use of property acquired with specified
transit revenues for other purposes, except when specifically
authorized by statute. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 3152 (Bates)
Enacts the Transit Village Development Planning
Act of 1994, which authorizes local agencies to develop specific
plans for high-density development adjacent to rail transit
stations.
Not heard in Assembly Transportation Committee.
Chapter 780, Statutes of 1994
AB 3196 (Costa)
Would have required Caltrans to identify
deficiencies in intercity rail station facilities and to develop a
program for making necessary improvements by 1998. Vetoed by the
Governor
AB 3209 (Knight)
Would have required transit operators to
undertake cost comparisons between providing transit service using
contract operators and providing service using the operator's own
employees when new or restructured transit service is proposed, or
when service reductions are required.
State transit assistance
funds would have only been available for operating assistance to
operators in compliance with this provision.
Failed passage in
Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 3211 (Katz)
Would have required Caltrans to notify the
Legislature when all of the bonds authorized by the Passenger Rail
and Clean Air Bond Act of 1990 (Proposition 108) have been issued
and sold. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 3567 (Bornstein)
Includes a corridor linking Los Angeles, the
Coachella Valley, and Calexico among the intercity rail corridors
eligible for state rail bond funding.
Chapter 891, Statutes of
1994
ACR 95 (Solis) Would have requested the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority to identify opportunities for expansion of
the Metrolink commuter rail system to all-day and weekend service.
Died in Assembly Transportation Committee
HR 18 (Hannigan)
Directs Caltrans to request funding from the
federal government for a multi-year program of intercity rail
______ improvements, similar to the commitment made by Congress to the
Northeast corridor. Adopted by Assembly
---~--~---"
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SB 160 (Kopp)
Extends, indefinitely, certain transit efficiency
provisions applicable to the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission area that were to have terminated on December 31, 1992.
Chapter 501, Statutes of 1993
SB 245 (Bergeson)
Extends existing provisions that exclude
insurance premiums and liability claims payments from operating
costs used to calculate a transit operator's farebox ratio, with a
new sunset date of January 1, 1996. Chapter 664, Statutes of 1994
SB 578 (Greene)
Authorizes either Sacramento County or the
Sacramento Regional Transit District to claim local transportation
funds generated in the unincorporated part of the county that is
located outside the district boundaries.
Expands the district's
competitive negotiation authority and joint development authority.
Requires transportation planning agencies statewide to consider
the mandates of the Americans with Disabilities Act in the unmet
transit needs process.
Chapter 250, Statutes of 1993

See Transportation Agencies.

SB 602

(Kopp)

SB 616

(Russell)

See Transportation Agencies.

SB 929 (Petris)
As introduced, would have authorized the Bay Area
Rapid Transit District to implement a suspended light rail
demonstration project to the Oakland Airport if selected by the
federal government. Amended to deal with non-transportation
matters.
Vetoed by the Governor
SB 948 (Watson)
Permits a mass transit vehicle, regardless of the
number of its occupants, to operate in a high-occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lane when responding to an emergency in which another mass
transit vehicle is blocking an HOV lane.
Chapter 133, Statutes of
1993
SB 1231 (Torres)
Repeals provisions that limited the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Transportation Authority from issuing more than $300
million in revenue bonds for Metro Rail construction. Not heard
by Assembly Transportation Committee. Chapter 331, Statutes of
1994
SB 1356 (Killea)
Would have required a financial analysis by the
PUC of any commuter rail electrification program to determine the
impact on ratepayers. Similar to SB 1167 (1992). Died on the
Assembly Floor
SB 1742 (Kopp)
Authorizes the Bay Area Rapid Transit District to
award a "design-build" contract for the San Francisco Airport rail
extension, with specified procedures.
Urgency.
Chapter 988,
Statutes of 1994
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SB 1930 {Johannessen)
Creates the Siskiyou Railroad Authority to
own and operate rail lines in Siskiyou County. Chapter 132,
Statutes of 1994
SCR 6 {Kopp)
Requests the Governor to create the Intercity
High-Speed Rail Commission, to be staffed by Caltrans.
Provides
that a north-south corridor be the first priority high-speed rail
corridor to be developed, with construction to commence by 2000.
A draft plan is to be developed by July 1, 1995, with financial
and operating elements.
$4.275 million in funding was provided by
the Budget Act of 1993. Resolution Chapter 56 Statutes of 1993
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OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING
AB 375 (Bustamante)
As introduced, would have revised DMV's
penalty schedule for late vehicle registrations. Amended to
instead correct technical errors in AB 2414 (1992) relating to the
reduction in the number of vehicle transfer forms submitted to DMV
as part of an auto auction sale, among other things. Urgency.
Chapter 180, Statutes of 1994
AB 699 (Bowen)
Would have renamed the New Motor Vehicle Board as
the Franchise Dispute Resolution Board and added
franchisee-franchisor dispute resolution to its responsibilities.
Died in Assembly Consumer Protection, Governmental Efficiency and
Economic Development Committee
AB 802 (Sher) Would have prohibited vehicle dealers from
advertising information on down payments or payment terms without
disclosure of the entire financing package. Would have
established advertising standards for disclosure of financing for
electronic and print media. Failed passage in Assembly
Transportation Committee
AB 1032 (Aguiar)
Changes procedures and deadlines for motor
vehicle dealers to submit claims for warranty work done on new
vehicles on behalf of a vehicle manufacturer.
Provides a similar
process for dealer claims relating to manufacturer sales incentive
programs.
Chapter 528, Statutes of 1993
AB 2265 (Anda1)
Would have required, effective January 1, 1995,
every "notice to appear" issued for a one-point (minor) traffic
violation in a county which provides a traffic violator school
(TVS) option to include a statement about TVS. The statement
would have included the potential adjudication options, including
the TVS option. Vetoed by the Governor
AB 3085 (Hauser)
Requires applicants for dismantler licenses
(including renewals) to provide DMV with specified information
concerning other business permits and requirements, and requires
DMV to make a thorough investigation of this information.
Chapter 428, Statutes of 1994
AB 3106 (Ferguson)
Would have authorized use of home study
programs for persons who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, in order to
meet traffic violator school requirements, among other things.
See also AB 3162. Died in Senate Transportation Committee
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AB 3162 (Escutia)
Requires a traffic violator school to comply
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, and
provides that compliance may include providing sign language
interpreters or other accommodations. Authorizes DMV to suspend
the license of any TVS that does not comply with the ADA.
See
also AB 3106. Chapter 1053, Statutes of 1994
AB 3312 (Takasugi)
Authorizes DMV to obtain injunctive relief
against unlawful practices governed by occupational licensing
laws. Chapter 584, Statutes of 1994
AB 3534 (Statham)
As introduced, would have required DMV to
extend a temporary permit to operate a vehicle registration
service for 60 days if qualifications had not been verified in 20
days.
Specified the option for judicial review of DMV actions
against a vehicle registration service's license. Amended in
Senate to completely revise the vehicle registration service
system.
Died in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 3539 (Aguiar)
Requires autobrokers to be DMV-licensed
automobile dealers and to obtain DMV registration as a broker.
Establishes a procedure for autobroker-assisted sales, including a
log of transactions, and requires autobrokers to have a signed
agreement with the consumer prior to signing a purchase agreement.
Makes numerous other changes to sales procedures and advertising
standards for brokered sales.
Chapter 1253, Statutes of 1994
HR 12 (Umberg)
Requests automotive industry representatives to
form a study group to investigate a more comprehensive equipment
inspection than that currently required for salvage vehicles.
Adopted by Assembly
SB 1390 (Calderon)
Creates a two-year pilot program to test the
safety and fiscal effects of allowing certain driving schools to
conduct the provisional driver's license behind-the-wheel driving
test.
Caps applicants at 30,000.
Establishes a variety of
criteria which must be met by schools and instructors. Authorizes
DMV to terminate the program at any time for safety
considerations. Chapter 699, Statutes of 1994
SB 2064 (McCorquodale)
Would have required courts to assign
persons to traffic violator schools (TVS) with courses shown to be
effective in reducing traffic accidents. Would have added
restrictions on names of TVSs. Would have extended the sunset
date applicable to the fee charged by nonprofit agencies
administering traffic violation programs in certain jurisdictions,
and authorized increases in the fee.
Would have established a
contract process for courts to follow when nonprofit agencies
administer traffic violator programs. Died in Assembly
Transportation Committee
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OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLES
AB 982 (Allen)
Requires identification plates on off-highway
motor vehicles to be displayed at a specific location on the
vehicles.
Chapter 14, Statutes of 1994.
AB 1821 (Costa)
Extends the authority of the New Motor Vehicle
Board to regulate the sale of off-highway motorcycles and
all-terrain vehicles.
Chapter 594, Statutes of 1993
AB 1857 (Harvey)
Would have transferred the Division of
Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation from the Department of Parks
and Recreation to the Department of Boating and Waterways. Died
in Assembly Ways and Means Committee
AB 3717 (Costa)
Creates the Off-Highway Vehicle Trust Fund to
receive off-highway vehicle fuel taxes, registration fees, and
recreational facility user fees, for expenditure on eligible
off-highway programs when appropriated by the Legislature. The
trust fund sunsets on January 1, 1998. Chapter 1004, Statutes of
1994
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RIDESHARING
AB 2581 (Pringle}

See Air Quality.

AB 2671 (Goldsmith}
Would have prohibited specified public
agencies from requiring any private entity to charge parking fees.
Failed passage in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 3790 (Aguiar}

See Air Quality.

SB 1134 (Russell)

See Air Quality.

SB 1336 (Leonard}

See Air Quality.

SB 1360 (Leslie}
Provides that all employer paid ridesharing
benefits designed to decrease use of single-occupant vehicles are
excluded from an employee's gross income, and requires
charter-party carriers who provide vanpool vehicles to provide
insurance.
Chapter 622, Statutes of 1994
SB 1939 (Rosenthal}
Requires the PUC to extend telecommunications
programs to encourage telecommuting in the region damaged by the
1994 Northridge earthquake by up to three years. Also requires
the PUC to initiate an investigation into the establishment of
special telecommunications programs, to encourage telecommuting in
the entire state , and to report to the Legislature its findings
and recommendations by December 1, 1995.
Chapter 943, Statutes of 1994
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RULES OF THE ROAD
AB 669 (Hannigan)
Authorizes local agencies and state colleges
and universities to establish fine schedules for bicycle traffic
infractions with lower fines than would otherwise be applied by
the courts. Chapter 307, Statutes of 1993
AB 1035 (Archie-Hudson)
Increases fines in certain urban areas
for railroad and rail transit trespassing and grade crossing
violations. Requires the DMV driver handbook to cover rail safety
issues and authorizes transit agencies to prepare public outreach
materials. Chapter 722, Statutes of 1993
AB 2499 (Murray)
Exempts peace officers on bicycles from certain
Vehicle Code provisions when responding to emergency calls, when
engaged in rescue operations, and when in pursuit of violators of
the law.
Chapter 357, Statutes of 1994
AB 3079 (Katz)
Would have made technical revisions to the
Anti-Gridlock Act of 1987. Died on the Senate Floor
AJR 35 (Katz)
Requests Congress to allow the states to increase
maximum speed limits at their discretion on all state highways and
freeways.
Resolution Chapter 35, Statutes of 1993
SB 952 (Dills)
Makes a violation of the Anti-Gridlock Act of 1987
a traffic violation or a parking violation depending on who issues
the citation.
Extends to "any person" the ability of a vehicle
owner or lessee cited for certain vehicle equipment and weight
violations to request that other persons responsible for the
violations be made codefendants. See also SB 619 (Trucks).
Chapter 647, Statutes of 1993
SB 1802 (Rosenthal)
Provides a procedure to automatically detect
and photograph vehicles failing to stop when required at railroad
and rail transit grade crossings, and to issue mailed citations.
Authorizes DMV to suspend driver's licenses of persons who fail to
respond to citations. Chapter 1216, Statutes of 1994
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TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES
AB 70 (Katz)
Authorizes DMV to expand servic~ beyond normal
business hours, by reducing service during those hours.
This
authorization must not conflict with employee memoranda of
understanding, or cause employees to work in excess of five
consecutive days during any work week. Urgency.
Chapter 106,
Statutes of 1993
AB 840 (Peace)
Requires Caltrans to apply for federal funding for
a comprehensive conversion of state highway system information
from paper storage to computer data. Requires Caltrans to begin
the conversion within six months of receiving federal funding.
Chapter 965, Statutes of 1993
AB 1136 (Knight)
Provides that the creation of the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority shall not impact the
allocation of Transportation Development Act funds for streets and
roads in portions of Los Angeles County that are currently
eligible to use those funds for that purpose.
Chapter 110,
Statutes of 1993
AB 1258 (Katz)
Would have required the Los Angeles
Transportation Authority to adopt transit equipment
policies that provide preferences to suppliers that
California, by reducing bid prices by the amount of
local taxes to be paid by each bidder. Died on the

Metropolitan
procurement
create jobs in
state and
Senate Floor

AB 1619 (Lee)
Requires county transportation plans in counties
within the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission to be prepared by each county congestion management
agency.
Modifies the required content of county transportation
plans.
Chapter 25, Statutes of 1994
AB 1960 (Katz)
Exempts certain investigatory files compiled by
the Inspector General of the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Transportation Authority from public disclosure, on the same basis
as similar files of local law enforcement agencies.
Chapter 396,
Statutes of 1994
AB 2442 (Cortese)
Merges the Santa Clara County Transit District
and the Santa Clara County Congestion Management Agency, and
specifies the membership of the board of directors.
Requires a
specified audit before the merger may occur.
Chapter 254,
Statutes of 1994
SB 14 (Kopp)
Would have revised the composition and duties of the
CTC by adding two legislators as voting members, among other
things.
Failed passage in Assembly Ways and Means Committee
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SB 40 (Kopp)
Would have prohibited the CTC and Caltrans from
allocating state transportation funds to local transportation
agencies unless the local agencies had adopted specified policies
with respect to expenditures for gifts, travel, club memberships,
and other specified compensation and benefits for employees and
officers. See also SB 602. Vetoed by the Governor
SB 602 (Kopp)
As introduced, would have eliminated the Transit
Capital Improvement program and made other changes to state
transportation funding programs. As amended, would have instead
prohibited allocation of state funds to local transportation
agencies that have not adopted policies that preclude the use of
public funds for specified purposes such as first class air travel
and restrict the acceptance of gifts by employees, among other
things.
See also SB 40 and AB 1839 (Transportation Funding).
Vetoed by the Governor
SB 616 (Russell)
Authorizes the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority to use the "turnkey" method of
contracting for certain public works projects, whereby a single
contract covers the construction of a project, and may include
maintenance and operations as well.
Chapter 642, Statutes of 1993
SB 761 (Hayden)
Prohibits an alternate member of the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, who is appointed by
a regular member, from participating in decisions where the
regular member has a conflict of interest. Chapter 644, Statutes
of 1993
SB 1197 (Kelley)
Extends, until December 31, 1995, the validity
of the process used by Riverside County to select and pre-qualify
consultants for transportation sales tax work and the validity of
the resulting list of consultants, providing an opportunity is
provided to add consultants to the pre-qualified list.
Chapter 136, Statutes of 1993
SB 1410 (Rogers)
Would have required the Department of General
Services, on behalf of Caltrans, to enter into a joint powers
agreement with Inyo County in order to provide a new office
building for Caltrans District 9 offices in Bishop. Urgency.
Failed passage in Assembly Transportation Committee
SB 1542 (Kopp)
Would have abolished the Business, Transportation,
and Housing (B,T&H) Agency effective July 1, 1995 and created a
new Transportation Agency, with specified transportation
departments to replace Caltrans. Would have transferred the
business and housing functions of the B,T&H Agency to the Trade
and Commerce Agency. Vetoed by the Governor
SB 1580 (Alquist)
Clarifies that the Santa Clara County Traffic
Authority may continue to pay salaries and benefits to its staff
after saJes tax co]Jectjons cease. through March 31, 1997 at
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SB 2110 (Leslie)
Makes technical changes creating transportation
agencies with specified county and city representatives in
Monterey, Nevada, and Placer counties, replacing local
transportation commissions.
Chapter 1103, Statutes of 1994

'
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TRANSPORTATION FINANCING
AB 333 (Connolly)
Licensing.

See Vehicle and Vessel Registration and

AB 597 (Mountjoy)

See Aeronautics.

AB 925 (Burton)
Authorizes the City and County of San Francisco,
by ordinance, to increase vehicle registration fees by $4 and/or
to increase vehicle license fees by up to 15 percent for public
transit purposes, providing the voters approve the ordinance(s) by
a 2/3 vote and transit fares are not subsequently increased.
Exempts commercial vehicles over 4,000 pounds unladen weight and
fee-exempt vehicles. Not heard by Assembly Transportation
Committee. Chapter 966, Statutes of 1993
AB 1022 (Baca)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the San Bernardino Associated
Governments for a study on the effectiveness of traffic signal
synchronization. Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
AB 1188 ((Aguiar)

See Mass Transportation and Railroads.

AB 1839 (Costa)
As introduced, would have authorized applicants
for the Transit Capital Improvement (TCI) program to request a
multiyear commitment of funding from the CTC and would have
required at least 15 percent of annual TCI funds to be allocated
to intercity rail projects. As amended in Senate, would have
moved the third $1 billion rail bond measure (Proposition 181)
authorized by AB 973 (Costa, Chapter 108, Statutes of 1989) from
the November 1994 ballot to the November 1996 ballot. Urgency.
See also AB 2223 and SB 602 (Transportation Agencies) . Died in
Senate Transportation Committee
AB 1878 (Bowen)
Would have appropriated $150,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the City of Torrance for a
telecommuting project. Urgency. Died in Assembly Ways and Means
Committee
AB 2183 (V. Brown)
Would have appropriated $100,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the City of Vallejo and $150,000
to Yolo County for bicycle lane improvements. Died in Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
AB 2223 (Costa)
Would have removed a $1 billion rail bond measure
from the November 1994 state ballot (Proposition 181), originally
placed on the ballot by AB 973 (Costa, Chapter 108, Statutes of
1989). Urgency.
See also AB 1839. Not heard by Assembly
Transportation Committee.
Failed passage on Senate Floor
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AB 2391 (Committee on Ways and Means)
Amended in the Senate to
state legislative intent that California's share of the proceeds
from the M.D.L. No. 150 oil overcharge lawsuit be used to pay for
rail bond debt service pursuant to Proposition 108 of 1990, and to
postpone the due date for a consultant study of DMV's computer
system. See also SB 141. Not heard by Assembly Transportation
Committee. Died on the Assembly Floor
AB 2398 (Gotch)
As introduced, prohibited Caltrans from
constructing soundwalls on specified scenic highway corridors.
Amended in Senate to, instead, reappropriate $887,000 from the
Environmental Enhancement and Mitigation Demonstration Fund to
Caltrans for eligible expenditures. Chapter 944, Statutes of 1994
AB 2699 (Baca)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the San Bernardino Associated
Governments for studies and engineering for a Metrolink extension
between the San Bernardino International Airport and Redlands.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
AB 2726 (Rainey)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the Contra Costa Transportation
Authority for a signal synchronization project. Died in Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
AB 2746 (Honeycutt)
Would have appropriated $250,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the San Bernardino Associated
Governments for a signal synchronization project in the City of
Victorville.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
AB 2766 (O'Connell)
Would have transferred the administration of
the federal 16(b) (2) elderly and disabled transit funding program
from Caltrans to regional transportation planning agencies, at the
option of specified regional agencies, with funds disbursed to
each region based on specified factors rather than on a statewide
basis.
Failed passage in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 2921 (Haynes)
Would have appropriated $300,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the Riverside County
Transportation Commission for the purchase of electric passenger
vans and associated facilities.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means
Committee
AB 2927 (Bronshvag)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway
and Transportation District for the improvement of transportation
services for the disabled. Died in Assembly Ways and Means
Committee
AB 2939 (Aguiar)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the San Bernardino Associated
Governments for a multijurisdictional signal synchronization
~~~profec::t:=1n Clrl:rro-"Rtl:m.
Died:tn ~ssczubly ways andMeans Committee~
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AB 2949 (Vasconcellos)
Licensing.
AB 3080 (Katz)

See Vehicle and Vessel Registration and

See Vehicle and Vessel Registration and Licensing.

AB 3095 (Katz)
Would have appropriated $250,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to CALSTART for development of
electric and hybrid-electric buses. Died in Assembly Ways arid
Means Committee
AB 3159 (Lee)
Would have authorized Alameda County to impose a $2
per vehicle registration fee surcharge on vehicles under 4,000
pounds to fund operation and maintenance of movable span bridges
in that county.
Failed passage in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 3211 (Katz)

See Mass Transportation and Railroads.

AB 3245 (Epple)
Reappropriates $1,000,000 in Petroleum Violation
Escrow Account funds from the San Diego ITER to the Energy
Commission's transportation energy technology advancement program,
among other reappropriations. Urgency. Not heard in Assembly
Transportation Committee. Chapter 1212, Statutes of 1994.
AB 3334 (Conroy)

See Highways and Bridges.

AB 3371 (Brulte)
Would have appropriated $500,000 in Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account funds to the San Bernardino Associated
Governments for development of a Metrolink rail station in Rancho
Cucamonga.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee
ACA 36 (McDonald)
Would have proposed a constitutional amendment
to the voters that would have authorized expenditure of fuel taxes
for intermodal transportation projects. Failed passage on the
Assembly Floor
HR 18 (Hannigan)

See Mass Transportation and Railroads.

SB 141 (Alquist)
States legislative intent that the proceeds from
a lawsuit involving oil overcharge funds (M.D.L. 150) be deposited
in the State Highway Account in 1995-96. Not heard in Assembly
Transportation Committee.
See also AB 2391.
Chapter 154 Statutes
of 1994.
SB 146 (Lewis)

See Air Quality.

SB 233 (Kopp)
Makes a number of changes to the administrative
procedure used by the CTC to determine compliance with the
fair-share transportation fund formulas in state law (the
north-south split and county minimums), using the time funds were
programmed as the benchmark rather than the time funds are spent.
~~-,"---~-~~A~lso_al J ows the carrying forward of county minimum entitlements
that were not used.
Chapter 376, Statutes of 1993
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SB 452 (Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review)
Among other
things, suspends for two more years (through 1996-97) the
requirement for cities and counties to maintain non-transportation
revenue expenditures on streets and roads in order to be eligible
for state gas tax subventions ("maintenance of effort"). Also
transfers collection duties related to delinquent vehicle license
fees from DMV to the Franchise Tax Board. Urgency. A budget
trailer bill--not heard by Assembly Transportation Committee.
Chapter 60, Statutes of 1993
SB 499 (Rosenthal)
Reappropriates Petroleum Violation Escrow
Account funds first appropriated in the 1992 budget to the Sylmar
Metrolink Station and its child care center. Not heard in the
Chapter 2, Statutes
Assembly Transportation Committee. Urgency.
of 1994
SB 763

(Rogers)

See Aeronautics.

SB 1095 (Killea)
Re-codifies provisions affecting funding of
bicycle improvement projects. Chapter 517, Statutes of 1993
SB 1354 (Kelley)
Would have allocated an unspecified amount of
Petroleum Violation Escrow Account funds to the Riverside County
Transportation Commission for a compressed natural gas dispenser
and an intercity rail demonstration project. Died in Assembly
Education Committee.
SB 1439 (Mello)
Would have allocated an unspecified amount of
Petroleum Violation Escrow Account funds to the City of Salinas
for the development of a master plan for intermodal
transportation. Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
SB 1470 (Killea)

See Highways and Bridges.

SB 1567 (Killea)
Would have allocated an unspecified amount of
Petroleum Violation Escrow Account funds to the Department of
Transportation for bicycle transportation projects. Died in
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
SB 1593 (Rosenthal)
As introduced, would have provided Petroleum
Violation Escrow Account (PVEA) funding for CALSTART for various
advanced technology activities. As amended, would have
reappropriated $1 million in PVEA funds for installation of sodium
vapor streetlights to replace conventional streetlights. Died on
Senate Floor
SB 1765 (Kopp)
As introduced, would have required the Governor to
submit a ten-year transportation funding plan instead of a
six-year plan. Amended to deal with non-transportation matters.
Vetoed by the Governor
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SB 1952 (Rosenthal)
Renames the California Alternative Energy
Source Financing Authority as the California Alternative Energy
and Advanced Transportation Financing Authority, and broadens the
scope of projects that the authority may fund with revenue bonds
to include specified advanced transportation technologies.
Chapter 1218, Statutes of 1994
SB 1970 (Petris)
Would have allocated an unspecified amount of
Petroleum Violation Escrow Account funds to the City of Emeryville
for access improvements to the Emeryville rail passenger station.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
SB 2123 (Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review)
Authorizes
temporary loans of Transportation Planning and Development Account
funds to the General Fund as a cash-flow management tool. A
budget trailer bill, not heard by the Assembly Transportation
Committee. Chapter 136, Statutes of 1994
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TRUCKS
AB 584 (Cortese}

See Air Quality.

AB 1187 (Aguiar)
Exempts from hours-of-service laws truck and bus
drivers employed by law enforcement agencies during an emergency
or while restoring the public peace.
See also Bus Safety.
Chapter 208, Statutes of 1993
AB 1633 (Karnette)
Revises CHP's Biennial Inspection of Terminals
(BIT) truck safety program by allowing truck terminal operators
with two consecutive satisfactory ratings to request an
administrative review in place of the next BIT inspection. Also
provides an option for marine terminals to conduct regular
''intermodal roadability inspection programs" as specified rather
than inspecting vehicles at specific intervals. Urgency.
Chapter 58, Statutes of 1994
AB 1815 (McDonald)
Would have required DMV to develop a new
commercial vehicle weight fee schedule based on the laden weight
of a vehicle rather than the unladen weight.
See also ACR 12.
Died in Ways and Means Committee
AB 2438 (Karnette)
Authorizes Caltrans to issue permits for
operation of specified overweight trucks on approximately 5.7
route miles of state highways in the vicinity of the Long Beach
and Los Angeles harbors in order to accommodate the movement of
cargo containers between port facilities and immediately adjacent
off-port staging and warehousing areas.
Sunsets on January 1,
1998. Chapter 1037, Statutes of 1994
AB 2666 (Hannigan)
Reduces the number of vehicles required for
participation in the DMV's permanent fleet registration program.
Chapter 187, Statutes of 1994.
ACR 12 (Hauser)
Requests Caltrans in cooperation with DMV and CHP
to develop a new truck weight fee schedule based on laden weight
or combined gross vehicle weight rather than the current system of
unladen weight. A report is due by January 1, 1996. Resolution
Chapter 18, Statutes of 1994
SB 361 (Russell)
Clarifies that trucks believed to be overweight
may be directed by an officer to a scale facility for weighing if
the facility in within five road miles, rather than five air
miles of the traffic stop. Chapter 19, Statutes of 1993
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SB 619 (Beverly)
Implements the federal Intermodal Safe Container
Act of 1992 by requiring shippers of most intermodal containers to
provide weight certificates, and allows shippers to be added as
co-defendants in weight violation cases under certain conditions.
Also provides that a carrier has a lien on freight in its
possession for any penalties or costs incurred that arose from
reliance on false or incorrect weight certification provided by a
shipper.
See also SB 952.
Chapter 757, Statutes of 1993
SB 952

(Dills)

See Rules of the Road.

SB 1326 (Killea)
Authorizes truck tractors to be equipped with
cargo containers ("dromedary boxes") in order to facilitate the
safe transportation of explosives, if the carrier is licensed by
CHP to haul explosives. Chapter 88, Statutes of 1994
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VEHICLE AND VESSEL REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
AB 82 (Peace)
Waives registration renewal penalties on
repossessed vehicles sold through wholesale vehicle auctions, if
renewal fees are paid within 60 days of the sale. Chapter 200,
Statutes of 1993
AB 239 (Goldsmith)
Creates a special firefighters license plate
available to anyone in conformance with the established special
interest license plate criteria. Revenues, in excess of the DMV's
costs, are to be deposited in the California Fire and Arson
Training Fund.
See also AB 941.
Chapter 1305, Statutes of 1993
AB 333 (Connolly)
Would have re-appropriated $400,000 from the
Environmental License Plate Fund to fund the Bayfront Conservancy
Trust and support the Chula Vista Nature Center. Vetoed by the
Governor
AB 727 (Moore)
Among other things, requires limousines regulated
by the PUC to display special identification license plates issued
by DMV. Urgency.
Chapter 109, Statutes of 1994
AB 822 (Statham)
Eliminates the requirement for a purchaser of a
vehicle to provide a current vehicle registration card to DMV in
order to be eligible for a waiver of past due fees and penalties
incurred by the previous owner due to a dishonored check.
Chapter 223, Statutes of 1993
AB 917 (Nolan)
Allows a special Legion of Valor or Congressional
Medal of Honor license plate to be retained by a surviving spouse
upon the death of the license plate holder.
Chapter 392, Statutes
of 1993
AB 941 (Nolan)
Creates the special "California Firefighter"
license plate for issuance solely to California firefighters.
The
license plate conforms to the established special interest license
plate criteria. Revenues, in excess of the DMV's costs, are to be
deposited in the California Firefighters Memorial Fund until 1996
and the California Fire and Arson Training Fund after 1996. See
also AB 239.
Chapter 1304, Statutes of 1993
AB 1066 (Conroy)
Amended in the Senate to authorize
personalization of the Veteran's Services License plate, for a $40
fee, and specifies that one-half of the proceeds are to be
deposited in the Environmental License Plate Fund and one-half
into the Veteran's Service Office Fund. Authorizes transfer of
the California Arts Council license plate, for a $15 fee.
Urgency.
Chapter 569, Statutes of 1994
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AB 1485 (Speier)
Conforms state law to federal law requiring
odometer readings to appear on certificates of ownership and
authorizes DMV to refuse registration for vehicles which do not
comply.
Imposes a $1 fee on vehicle transfers to pay for new
enforcement requirements.
Chapter 852, Statutes of 1993
AB 1895 (Polanco)
Increases the cost of original Arts Council
license plates from $20 to $30 and the cost of renewal plates from
$10 to $15, effective July 1, 1994. Chapter 414, Statutes of 1993
AB 2008 (Alpert)
AB 2247

(Collins)

See Air Quality.
See Air Quality.

AB 2460 (Bronshvag)
Would have established a full-plate graphic
San Francisco Bay license plate, and would have specified proceeds
to be used to improve San Francisco Bay. Failed passage in Senate
Transportation Committee
AB 2733 (Karnette)
Requires individuals applying in person to DMV
for duplicate or substitute license plates or certificates of
ownership to present proof of ownership of the vehicle in question
as well as a driver's license or identification card.
Chapter 1041, Statutes of 1994
AB 2805 (Burton) Authorizes DMV to issue distinctive license
plates to officers of a foreign organization recognized under the
Taiwan Relations Act. DMV may recover its costs for the plates.
Chapter 397, Statutes of 1994
AB 2848 (Isenberg)
Would have authorized the creation of an AIDS
Red Ribbon license plate. Died in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 2878 (Alpert)
Authorizes disabled travelers to apply for a
temporary travel placard for disabled parking privileges when
traveling in the state. Sets a $6 fee for the placards. Travel
placards are not to be available to persons who have both a
disabled person license plate and a permanent placard. Allows
courts to suspend parking fines for people who possess, but fail
to display, a temporary placard. Chapter 1149, Statutes of 1994
AB 2949 (Vasconcellos)
Imposes a permanent additional $1 annual
surcharge on motor vehicle registration fees to offset the costs
of increasing the uniformed field strength of the CHP. Also
imposes the fees on off-highway vehicles.
See also AB 3080 and
AB 3717. Chapter 1196, Statutes of 1994
AB 2990 (Hannigan)
Would have authorized vehicles manufactured
between 1962 and 1968 to be issued "year of manufacture" license
plates at the owner's request. Died in Assembly Ways and Means
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AB 2991 (Hannigan)
Would have required DMV to pro-rate annual
vehicle registration fees due if a vehicle in planned
non-operation (PNO) status is upgraded to fully registered status.
Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee
AB 3032 {Bustamante)
Modifies the procedure and collection
authority of the Franchise Tax Board for penalties, fees, and
interest due on unpaid vehicle license and registration for leased
vehicles.
Urgency.
Chapter 1211, Statutes of 1994
AB 3080 {Katz)
Extends permanently the $1 vehicle registration
surcharge dedicated to support the field strength of the
CHP.
See also AB 2949 and AB 3717. Chapter 1197, Statutes of
1994
AB 3140 {T. Friedman)
Would have created a Santa Monica Bay
special license plate, and would have dedicated additional
revenues from sale of the plates to programs to restore the Bay.
Died in Senate Transportation Committee
AB 3159 {Lee)

See Transportation Financing.

AB 3379 {Rainey)
Would have increased the personal watercraft
annual registration renewal fee from $5 to $15, and would have
allocated increased revenues to sheriffs' marine patrols for
boating safety and enforcement.
Failed passage in Senate
Appropriations Committee.
AB 3814 {W. Brown)
Creates an American Heritage Rodeo special
license plate, if 5,000 applications are received in one year.
Provides that additional revenues are to be used by the American
Heritage Rodeo Foundation. Chapter 1068, Statutes of 1994
SB 301 {Killea)
Revises the penalty schedule for late vehicle
registration fees by reducing penalties for registrations
delinquent less than 30 days, and increasing penalties for
registrations delinquent between 30 days and one year. Urgency.
Chapter 292, Statutes of 1993
SB 316 {Rosenthal)
Extends, until August 1, 1999, the $1
surcharge on motor vehicle registration in the South Coast Air
Quality Management District used to fund a clean fuels program.
Lowers the administrative cap on the program to 2-1/2 percent from
5 percent.
Chapter 956, Statutes of 1993
SB 448 {Alquist) Authorizes the presidents and chancellors of the
University of California and the California State University
systems to apply for regular series license plates for use on
state-owned vehicles. Chapter 1023, Statutes of 1993
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SB 494 (Kelley)
Makes changes relating to the operation of the
Coachella Valley Mountain Conservancy. Authorizes DMV to issue
special Coachella Valley license plates. Revenues, in excess of
the DMV's costs, are to be deposited in the Environmental License
Plate Fund. Chapter 1286, Statutes of 1993
SB 568 (Rosenthal)
Delays from January 1, 1996 to January 1, 1999
the date at which revenues from the special firefighter license
plate cease to be deposited in the Firefighter Memorial Fund.
Chapter 8, Statutes of 1994
SB 648 (Leslie)
Establishes a special full-face graphic license
plate for Lake Tahoe; fees are to be used by the Tahoe Conservancy
for preservation and restoration projects in the Lake Tahoe area.
Provides an additional 12 months for other special license plate
campaigns to obtain the required 5,000 applicants, if the
sponsoring organizations provide notice and a refund option to
existing applicants.
Chapter 1303, Statutes of 1993
SB 668 (Hart)

See Air Quality.

SB 965 (Bergeson)
Establishes an annual renewal fee of $30 for
the Olympic Training Center license plate.
Increases the transfer
fee for the same plate from $12 to $15 and increases the
substitute fee from $30 to $35. Chapter 383, Statutes of 1993
SB 1411 (Mello)
Establishes a Monterey Bay license plate and a
California Coast full-plate license plate, if 5,000 applicants for
each are received within a year. Limits marketing activities
which may be funded from all special plate revenues, beginning
January 1, 1995.
Prohibits organizations seeking license plates
from submitting advanced payment to DMV for DMV's administrative
costs in issuing special plates. Chapter 558, Statutes of 1994
SB 1707 (Leslie)
Would have required payment of a specified
annual motor vehicle registration fee surcharge by nonresident
owners of vehicles registered in California.
The fee was to have
been set by DMV, to represent the average of annual fee surcharges
paid to resident owners in various jurisdictions. Died in
Assembly Ways and Means Committee
SB 2050 (Presley)

See Air Quality.
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VEHICLE AND VESSEL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
AB 92 (Richter)
Exempts from the definition of a motorcycle a
vehicle which otherwise meets the definition but has an enclosed
seating area for the driver and is used by local public agencies
to enforce parking control.
Exempts such vehicles from motorcycle
helmet requirements.
Becomes inoperative if the provisions would
lead to loss of federal highway funds.
Chapter 584, Statutes of
1993
AB 153 (Tucker)
Prohibits persons from riding in the back of
pickup or flatbed trucks unless restrained or unless the truck is
enclosed by a camper shell.
See also AB 1158. Chapter 895,
Statutes of 1993
AB 885 (McDonald)
Would have required, starting January 1, 1995,
an applicant for a motorcycle driver's license to complete the
California Motorcyclist Safety Program training program.
Enactment was to have been contingent upon the enactment of AB
2331 (McDonald}. Died in Assembly Transportation Committee
AB 1158 (Tucker) As introduced, would have authorized DMV to
provide vehicle odometer information to insurers. As amended in
Senate would have instead prohibited persons from riding
unrestrained in the load area of a pickup truck even if covered by
a camper shell.
See also AB 153. Failed passage on the Senate
Floor
AB 1856 (Speier)
Makes it an infraction to operate a boat
(vessel, motorboat or sailboat} of 26 feet or less, unless all
passengers under the age of six are wearing personal flotation
devices.
Exempts from this requirement boats responding to
emergency situations, children tethered to a boat and children in
enclosed cabins. Chapter 996, Statutes of 1993
AB 2268 (Caldera)
Requires bicycle riders under the age of 18
years to wear helmets while riding on any public path or street,
with maximum fines for violations not to exceed $25.
Provides
that only warnings shall be given in 1994. A portion of fine
revenues is to be made available for bicycle safety education and
to assist low-income families to obtain bicycle helmets.
Chapter 1000, Statutes of 1993
AB 2331 (McDonald)
Would have limited the requirement for
motorcyclists to wear helmets to persons under 21 years of age.
Failed passage in Assembly Transportation Committee
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AB 2827 (Statham}
Authorizes turn signal indicators mounted on or
within outside rearview mirrors to be used to supplement other
required turn signal indicators.
Permits vehicles owned by land
surveyors or civil engineers to display flashing amber warning
lights under specified circumstances. Makes other technical
changes. Urgency.
Chapter 207, Statutes of 1994
AB 2860 (Frazee}
Allows the use of vehicle alarm systems that may
be activated when a vehicle is in motion.
Chapter 516, Statutes
of 1994
AB 3105 (Caldera}
Would have required DMV to establish a
statewide telephone hotline to receive reports of observed
violations of the child safety seat law, subject to the
availability of private funding.
Failed passage in Assembly
Transportation Committee
AB 3338 (Alby}
Would have exempted from the motorcycle helmet
requirement any driver or passenger with a physical disability or
medical condition which would prevent wearing a helmet.
Would
have required the condition be certified by a physician or
chiropractor. Died in Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
AB 3724 (Katz}
Would have required the Bureau of Automotive
Repair to administer a vehicle safety inspection program to check
lights, brakes, and tires at the time a smog check is performed.
Sent to interim study by the Senate Transportation Committee
SB 1743 (Lockyer}
Designates the Commissioner of the CHP as the
statewide vehicle theft investigation and apprehension
coordinator, with specified duties, and provides a new allocation
formula for fee revenue generated from fees paid by insurance
carriers that are designated for vehicle theft prevention.
Chapter 1248, Statutes of 1994
SB 1833 (Torres}
Creates a definition of a "nonrepairable
vehicle" to include damaged vehicles with no resale value, and
limits the transfer of ownership of vehicles with a nonrepairable
certificate issued by DMV. Authorizes a $60 per vehicle fee for
CHP to inspect vehicles that previously were to have been
dismantled or sold as total loss salvage vehicles, but are now
proposed to be registered.
Contains other provisions designed to
help insurers to reduce auto theft fraud.
Chapter 1008, Statutes
of 1994
SB 2004 (Petris}
Makes a parent primarily responsible for the
wearing of seatbelts by children between four and 16 years of age,
rather than the driver, if a parent is present in the vehicle.
Conforms penalties for these seatbelt violations to existing
provisions applicable to violations of the child safety seat law.
Chapter 1101, Statutes of 1994
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SB 2016 (Leslie)
Authorizes the City of Roseville to implement a
golf cart transportation program, with required reports to the
Legislature in 1997 and 1998. Chapter 598, Statutes of 1994
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MISCELLANEOUS
AB 89 (Conroy)
Would have authorized the release of residence
addresses from DMV records to licensed private investigators
working for persons authorized to receive the information. Died
in Assembly Public Safety Committee
AB 301 (Katz)
The Assembly Transportation Omnibus Bill of 1993,
which makes a number of minor changes and clarifications to the
Education, Government, Public Utilities, Streets and Highways, and
Vehicle Codes. Urgency.
Chapter 272, Statutes of 1993
AB 564 (Polanco)
Would have required the Department of Commerce,
in cooperation with the Energy Commission and the Business,
Transportation, and Housing Agency to establish the California
Trade Advanced Transportation Industry Interagency Consortium to
coordinate existing economic development programs in support of
the development of advanced transportation technology industries
in California and to identify funding sources. Vetoed by the
Governor
AB 2367 (Polanco}
Adds to the list of individuals whose DMV
records are confidential city council members, city attorneys,
attorneys employed by city attorneys, members of county boards of
supervisors, federal prosecutors, criminal investigators, and
National Park Service rangers.
Chapter 1291, Statutes of 1993
AB 3132 (Katz}
The Assembly Transportation Omnibus Bill of 1994,
which makes a number of minor changes and clarifications to the
Civil, Education, Government, Health and Safety, Penal, Public
Contract, Public Utilities, Revenue and Taxation, Streets and
Highways, and Vehicle Codes. Urgency.
See also SB 1699 and
SB 1741.
Chapter 1220, Statutes of 1994
AB 3164 (Epple}
Revises existing provisions of law creating liens
on vehicles after work or services related to a vehicle are
performed, and revises procedures for lien sales.
Chapter 799,
Statutes of 1994
AB 3223 (Jones}
Revises definitions of petroleum products in the
Business and Professions Code to conform to national testing
standards. Provides that diesel fuel may not be sold unless it
conforms to statutory specifications. Repeals the Department of
Food and Agriculture's authority to specify gasoline standards.
Chapter 521 Statutes of 1994
SB 274 (Senate Transportation Committee)
The Senate
Transportation Omnibus Bill of 1993, which makes a number of minor
changes and clarifications to the the Business and Professions,
tbe Health and Safety, and the Vehicle Codes. Chapter 1292,
Statutes of 1993
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SB 833 (Hayden)
Would have required new commercial and industrial
developments that provide off-street parking to also provide a
specified number of bicycle parking spaces, and would have
required transportation planning agencies to identify abandoned
railroad corridors usable for bicycle paths. Died in Assembly
Ways and Means Committee
SB 1699 (Senate Transportation Committee)
One of two Senate
Transportation Omnibus Bills of 1994. Makes a number of minor
changes and clarifications to the Civil, Government, Health and
Safety, Public Contract, Public Utilities, and Vehicle Codes. See
also AB 3132 and SB 1741. Chapter 704, Statutes of 1994
SB 1741 (Senate Transportation Committee}
One of two Senate
Transportation Omnibus Bills of 1994. Makes a number of minor
changes and clarifications to the Vehicle Code. See also AB 3132
and SB 1699. Chapter 675, Statutes of 1994
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